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Grace and peace in the name of God our loving Creator and our Lord and 

Savior Jesus Christ. 

 

Today we hear stories of call.  We listen with Samuel to God’s call as he sleeps 

in the temple and we hear the story of the gathering of disciples in the Gospel 

of John.   

 

When the little boy Samuel hears God’s call, he isn’t sure where it’s from.  He 

thinks it must have a human explanation and goes to the priest Eli and asks 

whether he is calling him.  It’s a good reminder that when God speaks to us, 

we may need a little help hearing him.  I know for me it is in conversations with 

people I trust that I am able to better discern God’s call for me. 

 

When Jesus begins his ministry, we hear about how he called his first disciples, 

but immediately in the Gospel of John we see the power of invitation among 

this initial group of Jesus’ followers.  As they feel the call to follow Jesus they go 

to their friends and say “could this be the messiah, what do you think?”  And 

their questions drive them to find out.  The mantra that is repeated again and 

again is “Come and See”.   

 

There could be plenty of reasons to doubt what they felt and heard.  One of 

the potential disciples named Phillip goes looking for his friend Nathanael and 

when Nathanael hears the news and that Jesus is from Nazareth he says, “Can  



anything good come out of Nazareth?” But instead of giving into whatever 

stereotypes might be associated with people from Nazareth, Philip bids him to 

come and see and he does.  

 

When Samuel comes to Eli about the voice calling him, Eli may have thought it 

was just a child hearing things in the night, but eventually he took it seriously 

and knew it could be the Lord.  And tells the boy to say “Speak Lord for your 

servant is listening”.  Eli may have worried about why the Lord would be calling 

a boy instead of him, but he tells him what to do instead of giving into any 

fears or jealousies he may have. 

 

Samuel hears the message and he may have wanted to run away from what it 

said because it told him he was called to be God’s instrument to clean up 

corruption in Eli’s house and the House of Israel.  You can almost imagine a 

little boy hearing that and looking around before saying, “Are you sure you 

mean this message for me?”.    

 

God’s work of calling is powerful work and the message of invitation often has 

challenges to get through before reaching its destination.  I do an exercise for 

churches about all the boundaries we have to get through to hear a message 

from another person these days.  

 

And yet certain messages get through easily.  The ones that tell us what we 

want to hear, and fit into our existing stereotypes.  These are probably good 

characterizations of the messages that people hear and share so easily on 

social media, whether or not they are true.  They are messages that keep 

people in the darkness when God offers the true light. 

 



The gospel is a message we know is true and we know that inviting other 

people into that conversation about this truth is powerful for us and them.  And 

yet extending the invitation to the light of Jesus to others is difficult for us.  We 

find excuses not to.  Past rejections or assumptions about how people we 

don’t know well would react or projections about how people don’t want to 

hear it. 

 

I think we are coming to an interesting period of time for the Church and our 

churches.  After this time of division and isolation, an invitation to gather in 

community around God’s Word may be exactly what people need to hear.   

 

God called the disciples not to stay in one place but to go outside and into 

the world.  God called Samuel to do the same. He travelled through the 

countryside and villages doing God’s work.  We are also called to go out, but 

that may look differently in a pandemic world right now.  

 

We may not feel we have a great invitation to offer right now, when we can’t 

even be in our buildings, but what we are doing right now.  Cooperating 

together, gathering around God’s word in a parking lot and worshipping 

together, doing something in a way no one has done before, and doing it 

safely… may be exactly what someone needs to hear and be invited into.  

And we can prepare to expand that invitation and God’s mission when this 

pandemic is over. 

 

We don’t know how God has been at work in other people’s lives during this 

time.  Like Jesus telling Nathaneal he saw him under a fig tree, we don’t know 

what that means or what God has been up to. But we know especially in these 

times of isolation the invitation to community and conversation can be 



powerful and just like Philip probably asked himself, “Who do I tell about this?” 

We also can ask ourselves, who can we tell and invite into God’s loving 

relationship in a new way.  If people think they’ve heard it all before or have 

boundaries to hearing the word, we can use that old line, that worked so well 

before, “Come and see!” 

 

If something is meaningful for us, we should want to share it with others.  As we 

celebrate Epiphany, we are called into the light of witness again and the 

reflection of that light as we contemplate how we are called and who we are 

calling into the light of the gospel.   

 

Many of you may be called into leadership and service in your congregations 

during this season before annual meetings when church councils are looking 

for new members.  I know at Luther Memorial they will be calling for interim 

leadership through a Mission Exploration Team and at First we are planning to 

raise up a Mission Team to help us ask these questions of invitation and where 

God is leading us, within community as God intends us to.  And we hope to be 

in conversation as we do this work.  We may feel separated or isolated during 

this time, but God gives us the powerful gift of community and an invitation to 

let your light shine in the world in a new way and to new people.  As we lean in 

and listen to God’s word for us and share God’s invitation for our neighbors.  

God bless you on the journey of discernment.  Remember there is always an 

invitation to “Come and See!” 

 

May the peace that passes all understanding keep your heart and mind in 

Christ Jesus our Lord.  Amen. 

 

 


